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Noise Gain Expressions for Low Noise Second-Order
Digital Filter Structures

Jean H. F. Ritzerfeld

Abstract—The quantization noise of a fixed-point digital filter
is commonly expressed in terms of its noise gain, i.e., the factor
by which the noise power 2

12 of a single quantizer is ampli-
fied to the output of the filter. In this brief, first a closed-form ex-
pression for the optimal second-order noise gain in terms of the
coefficients of the numerator and denominator polynomials of the
transfer function is derived. It is then shown, by deriving a sim-
ilar expression for its noise gain, that the second-order direct form
structure has an arbitrarily larger noise gain the closer the filter
poles are to the unit circle. The main result, however, is that the
wave digital form and the normal form structures have noise gains
which are only marginally larger than the minimum gain. For these
forms, the expressions for their noise gain in terms of the transfer
function are given as well. The importance of these forms lies in
the fact that they use less multipliers than the optimal structure
and that they are much easier to design: properly scaled forms are
given requiring no design tools.

Index Terms—Filter structures, quantization noise, noise gain,
second-order modes, wave digital filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

WHEN REALIZING an arbitrary th-order transfer func-
tion with poles and zeros, it is common practice

to decompose it into a sum or a product of second-order func-
tions of the form

(1)

or

(2)

where and , which can be implemented
with second-order infinite impulse response (IIR) sections in
parallel, or in a cascade, respectively. For these sections, the
direct forms (DFs) of Figs. 1 and 2 are still widely used due
to their simplicity. DFs, however, are known to have a very high
coefficient sensitivity and to produce high levels of quantization
noise the closer the poles are to the unit circle.

We will start our discussion by calculating the noise power at
the output of second-order DFs as a function of the five parame-
ters in an arbitrary second-order transfer function. Incidentally,
the structure of Fig. 2 is designated “state-space DF, (SDF),” be-
cause in a state-space description
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Fig. 1. Regular DF2 structure; scaling not yet incorporated.

Fig. 2. SDF2; scaling not incorporated.

where , the matrix is simply , whereas
for the regular DF it is . Also, we will look at the
two “transpose” DFs, which we will denote as DF1 and SDF1,
which arise from the state description , and

. So, for example, we have

for DF2 and SDF2

and for DF1 and SDF1

When calculating the quantization noise power at the output
of any fixed-point filter structure, we can use the state-space de-
scription to our advantage. Quantizers (with quantization step-
size ) are put at the summation nodes that lead to the new state

. In a common noise model, these quantizers introduce
white noise with a power of at the quantization points,
and the (colored) output noise is determined by the power gain
pertinent to the transfer functions from the points of quantiza-
tion to the output. Normally, we have two quantizers at the states
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of a second-order section, unless one of the states is automati-
cally quantized, as with DF2 and SDF2. The noise gain is
defined as the sum of the two power gains from to ,
resulting in a total output noise of , the extra
stemming from the fact that, in practice, there will be a third
quantizer at the output summation node.

In order to calculate the two pertinent power gains, the “ob-
servability” matrix is introduced [1], [2], defined recursively
as . The noise gain is simply the trace
of this matrix, since the wanted gains are on its principal diag-
onal. The result , however, is the unscaled noise
gain, since we have not yet incorporated the fact the states can
overflow and must be scaled. To that end, the “controllability”
matrix is introduced [1], [2], defined recursively as

. The elements on its principal diagonal are the
power gains from the input to the states, and should be unity
for a correctly scaled section. The scaled noise gain is then

(3)

where its makes no difference for the result if we calculate
from the matrices and of the unscaled structure.

II. NOISE GAIN OF DIRECT FORMS

It is easy to see that if we calculate for DF1 and SDF1, we
will also have found for DF2 and SDF2. Some algebra yields

(4)

Now, starting with SDF2, we need only determine to find
, since there is a quantizer at the first state only.

We find

(5)

to yield

(6)

With DF2 we need to be careful to correctly incorporate the
effect of the multiplier being inside the summation node at
the input, instead of round the outside. Since this is a nonstate
node, the effect does not show in the matrix , but the path
from the quantizer to the output is definitely changed. In fact,
this path is now equal to the transfer function , instead of

. In the power gain this causes an extra term , as can
be checked by calculating the integral

resulting in

(7)

So, for DF2, we find

(8)

Looking at SDF1, we have already determined and the
matrix entry , which is equal to given by (5). The
other diagonal entry is found to be

(9)

Now, using (3), we can write down an expression for ,
which, in itself, is quite correct. The problem, however, lies in
the fact that, in practice, SDF1 is never scaled such that both
diagonal entries of become unity, because that would require
two extra multipliers (bringing the total number up to seven): not
only would the matrix become , but the entry

in the state matrix would change into .
So scaling is done for the first state only, requiring only one
extra multiplier, because the state matrix will be unchanged (as
it should be). As a result, the other state will be scaled to less
than unity, since it can be verified that . For the noise
gain, we find

(10)

The strange thing is, that although this result may seem logical
since SDF1 uses two quantizers instead of only one, it is not
trivial at all.

As for DF1, we have to take care to correctly incorporate
the effect of the multiplier (or after scaling) being
inside the feedback loop from to the states. The quantizer
for (necessary if ) will also be within
this loop and add to the power gain in the same way that the other
two quantizers do, resulting in

or (11)

For clarity, we mention that all four DFs use six multipliers
after scaling, their state matrices being as mentioned earlier.
The matrix will be for DF2 and SDF2, and the
matrix will be for DF1 and SDF1, meaning that
the forms 2 are preceded by a multiplier , whereas the
forms 1 are followed by a multiplier . The inverse opera-
tions (multiplication and division by , resp.) can be incor-
porated in the multipliers , and , or and .

To conclude this section, we note that the noise gain of any
state-space structure will have the form

(12)

where the denominator is zero at the three sides of the stability
triangle for linear stability ( , and

). All three factors appear squared, due to the fact that
both matrices and go to infinity at the boundaries of linear
stability. Note, however, that these factors would appear to the
first power only, if we were to demand that the power gain (7)
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Fig. 3. Scaled NF structure. Given the parameters a; b; c ; c , and d of H(z), the values of the multipliers are found with � = a=2; � = �b� a =4; k =
f(1� � ) + � (1 + � )g=N; l = � (1 + � + � )=N , and N = (1� � � � )f(1� �) + � )gf(1+ �) + � )g. Since one of the �’s can be saved,
the structure can be implemented using only seven multipliers instead of eight. Complex and coinciding real poles (� # 0) are feasible.

of the transfer function be unity, i.e., scaling of . For
example, would then simply be

.

III. NORMAL FORM STRUCTURE

A well-known low sensitivity, low noise structure is the
normal form (NF) [2], also known as coupled form, with state

matrix , having eigenvalues , which are

also the poles of the transfer function of (1) and (2), so
and , or, equivalently,

and . The fact that this form can only realize
complex poles (with ) is no real limitation
when looking at second-order structures, because real poles
can be implemented using first-order sections. In order to arrive
at the desired numerator of we need a multiplier and
only two more degrees of freedom; this means that we are free
to choose the matrix as , yielding a matrix

given by . We can look at this
state-space description as being the result of a state transforma-

tion , where , applied to SDF2,

to yield , and .
The above structure is still unscaled; to scale it, we use the

standard scaling transformation , where and

are the diagonal entries of the controllability matrix of the
unscaled NF. can be found in two ways: using its recursive
definition, given earlier, or via its relation with the matrix of
the DF, given by (4), i.e., . Both options lead
to

(13)

where contains the three factors to become zero at the
boundary of linear stability, so, in terms of and we have

The scaled NF structure is drawn in Fig. 3, the caption con-
taining all the information needed to implement it, given the

transfer function with coefficients , and . Note that,
as mentioned earlier, the entries and of the state matrix
are changed by scaling; to avoid this, we could again scale for
the first state only, since . Here, however, this is not very
useful, because no multiplier will be saved, whereas it will in-
crease the noise gain.

Although the number of multipliers in the figure is eight, the
structure can be implemented using seven multipliers, because
one of the ’s can be saved, using

where . In practice, however, the necessary extra
summation node may not be wanted.

Denoting the entries of as , and , where
, we can write the diagonal entries of as

(14)

Rather surprisingly, we find that the simplest expression for the
noise gain (3) is found when we express the result in terms of
the original parameters of , instead of , and .
With (12) and some algebra, the coefficients , and of
the noise gain are found to be

(15)

To see how this noise gain relates to the optimal gain, we next
derive similar expressions for the noise gain of the optimal
form (OF).

IV. OPTIMAL FORM STRUCTURE

Given the description of the unscaled NF, we arrive at the un-

scaled OF by applying a rotation to

the state, i.e., , where the angle is chosen such that
the matrices and of the resulting structure meet the con-
dition . This condition, together with

, is sufficient for (unscaled) optimality [3]. Note that the
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state matrix is equal to , so equality of its
diagonal entries is met. The correct angle is found geometri-
cally: rotate the (column) vectors and such that they are
bisected by the line in the -plane, yielding

(16)

In terms of this angle, and can be written as

(17)

Note that the inner product is equal to , as it should be,
since is an invariant under a linear state transformation.

Again, this structure is still unscaled, so we need to determine
the matrix . In all, the scaled is not straightforward to design,
and the expressions for the nine multipliers become somewhat
intractable [4]. Here, however, we do not really want to design
the general second-order OF, we just want to determine its noise
gain. Using , we can calculate the diagonal
entries of , to find

(18)

where the entries of are denoted , as before. From
(17) and the definitions of and , we can infer that the diag-
onal entries of follow directly from those of : we need
only interchange and , replace by (which
will change the sign of ) and incorporate a multiplication
factor, yielding

(19)

where . Note that is just and
is just , so the noise gain is simply

(20)

Again, expressing this optimal gain in the original parameters
of leads to the simplest result. The coefficients in (12) are
found to be

(21)

Note that and differ only in the first coefficient and
that only marginally. In fact, the difference in noise gain is
simply

(22)

We are, of course, more interested in the ratio of and ,
which can be proven to satisfy

(23)

The proof is tedious and is omitted here. Suffice it to say that
the ratio is maximized when the poles of coincide, i.e.,

, or , together with the condition
for the numerator coefficients of .

We then have , which is 3 in the limit ,
when the poles reach the unit circle.

The fact that the noise gain ratio is bounded by such a small
number (4.8 dB in decibels) is quite remarkable, since it is not
self-evident that such a bound even exists. For a DF structure,
the ratio between its noise gain and the optimal gain is un-
bounded; it becomes arbitrarily large the closer the poles are
to unit circle, as can easily be verified.

V. WAVE DIGITAL FORM STRUCTURE

Another low noise structure, that arises from a rotation ap-
plied to SDF2, is the wave digital form (WDF). This form, so
designated by the author, has a recursive part that is inspired by
the theory of wave digital filters, introduced by Fettweis [5]. The
description follows from the matrices , and of SDF2 via

, and , where is

taken as . We find

(24)

where and .
In order to scale this form, we calculate the controllability

matrix , which proves to be diagonal

(25)

where . Fig. 4 depicts the scaled WDF,
which can be implemented using seven multipliers.

For the noise gain, we need ; it is easiest to use the rela-
tion , where is the observability of SDF2,
the diagonal entries of which are given by (5) and (9). The off-di-
agonal entry is given by

(26)

Calculating the diagonal entries of and using (3), the coef-
ficients for the noise gain are found as

(27)

which are very similar to those of and .
To see how this noise gain relates to the optimal gain, we look

at the second-order modes [1], [2] of , which are the square
roots of the eigenvalues of the product matrix . These (pos-
itive, real) eigenvalues, which we will denote as and , are
invariant under a linear state transformation, so the second-order
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Fig. 4. Scaled WDF structure. The values of the multipliers are found with  = (1=2)(1 � a � b) and  = (1=2)(1 + a � b). The output scaling factor
1=
p
2�  �  can be incorporated in the two multipliers leading up to it, and the input scaling factor

p
2�  �  can be incorporated in the four multipliers

�p around the state update, so the structure can be implemented using seven multipliers. Both complex and real poles are feasible.

modes and are functions of the five parameters of
only. From [1], [2], we know that ,
whereas the noise gain of the WDF structure satisfies

(28)

where the trace of is an another invariant. It is easy to see
that is equal to , as a
result of being diagonal. So, for the ratio of and the
optimal gain we find

(29)

where the upperbound of 3 dB is reached if , whereas
the lowerbound is reached if . Using the relations

and
, we find

(30)

(31)

both of which are strikingly simple results. The case
implies real poles with

, meaning that a pole is cancelled by a zero,
so would become first order. The case implies

, occurring if the zeros of are at .
The significance of the latter can be understood in terms of
wave digital filter theory, but is beyond the scope of this brief.

Without proof, we mention that if the numerator of (30) is
negative (possible for distinct real poles with a zero in between),
we must take its absolute value, causing the expressions for

and , cf. (21)
and (31), to be reversed.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented an easy-to-design, virtually optimal
second-order digital filter structure (Fig. 4). We have given
simple expressions for its noise gain and the noise gain of the
optimal, normal and DF structures. As a bonus we have also
found closed-form expressions for the second-order modes
and of a general second-order transfer function. Specifically,
using (30) and (31), we have found

(32)
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